
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Schapiro Spring Fours Date: 04.05.18 Venue: Hilton Warwick

TD's: Gordon Rainsford, Sarah Amos, Robin Barker, Nicole Cook, Jonathan Lillycrop,

John Pyner

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 15 Yes 0 No 1

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 16 Probably 0 Unlikely 0 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

7 Venue 7

8 Playing conditions 4

10 Schedule 2

12 Competition format 0

15 Directors/Organisation 1

7 Catering/refreshments 6

12 Pre-congress service 0

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 2 Earlier finish 2 Longer intervals 0

Later start 1 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 1

Total Returns 17

Number of attendees 235

Comments

It would have been much better to have a hotel in a town centre x2

Tables were too close together x2

Drinks were very expensive x2

We do not need break of one hour after only 16 boards x1

Need a venue with more places to eat close by x1

Should be able to continue playing after set in 32 board matches and not have to wait

until other tables have finished x1

An earlier finish by 7.45pm each evening preferred x1

The scoring up area just outside playing area meant that overhearing was inevitable x1

Too many players talking about hands we had not played x1

Water ran out very quickly and was not replenished x1

Great parking x1

Friday night finished a little late x1

The venue hotel needed to be in Stratford - how can EBU get this wrong x1

Round times were too long and teams not penalised for slow play x1

Security issues if allowed to leave the room after 8 boards x1

Thought the Hilton was a good venue x1


